Do you not see the value of my “output“?

What if a beggar is walking alongside you and 10 steps ahead a penny is reflecting in the sunlight that you know is worth more than its face value and without either of you adjusting your pace the beggar asks if you wouldn’t mind if he adds it his collection, convincing you that he can see but isn’t filthy rich, but he sure is stinky, and you politely agree, quiet relieved that by being so generous you can also escape all his ugly odors; bearing in mind you are starting to run short on time and have this not exactly blind date with the most beautiful French Canadian,
perfectly bilingual, confidently proclaiming,

I am an artist.

Sexy, beautiful and intelligent. What else do you want to know?
I can’t type. Make it short. Let’s cut through the bs. Just go to jus3ants.com and tell me what you think. This is some of the things I am interested in apart from art. My age. Almost 50.

perfect from top to bottom

and a pair of long

muscular athletic legs
that seem to go on and on, waiting for you 50 or so steps away at the entrance to the Del Mar Plaza who has heard all these great things about you, not very computer minded though, but again, knows of just3ants.com and was at one time thinking of Myspace, “I am not sure what it will accomplish if I don’t respond?!”

At the very moment you vocalize your graciousness, across the street, on the northeast corner of 15th Street and Highway 101 in heavily real estate agent and city council corrupt Del Mar, California, United States of America, there is the woman of your dreams that I have for years now been working diligently, conjuring up in your imagination, but, now there she is in the flesh; the most tantalizing, drop dead gorgeous and you just can’t wait to cross.

But you still have 5 more steps to go before you are going to be departed from this disgusting, poorest of specimens who has now begun to fart catfish and you just want to vomit and at the same time not wanting to appear to your date who has seen your photo on jdate.com as well as match.com as “un-cool”, always calm and
collect, and of course no debt, also having text messaged her that it was your mother’s idea, that you were going to cancel your lifetime subscription just when she responded to your so heartfelt, so genuinely honest plea to find, just one woman who wanted nothing more than to have you as her sex slave and because she was loaded and you dirt poor but your mother raised you to know that being poor didn’t mean you couldn’t stay clean, especially now that you had your greatest wish come true, but your future has to wait; now just two steps from the penny and you have managed to hold your breath while still managing to look relaxed and smiling but not to the point of gritting your teeth and then the beggar unloads the mother load of mother loads.

First, he stretches his left arm right across your path as he prepares to go down on one knee which isn’t really a knee, more of a stub since he lost his tibia bone along with the ankle and foot when Congressional Medal of Honor recipient Senator Joseph (Bob) R. Kerrey shot himself in the foot.

I don’t think I mentioned he was on crutches.

You are feeling a little awkward because to go all around the crutch or even step over it, worse yet step over the disgusting beggar would very possibly interfere with this elaborate sensitive portrayal you and your mother and possible both daughters have painstakingly created, again on not only two dating websites.

So you just stand, much like a “potted plant”, thinking about turning completely around and making out that someone inside the Americana Café on the southwest corner of 15th Street and Highway 101 is saying hello, long enough for the embarrassingly disgusting beggar to have picked up the penny, but your date has a totally unobstructed view and you could end up looking totally ridiculous, and then you are afforded a gift from heaven, God takes over your mind and twists your head toward the flower shop directly across on the southeast corner of 15th Street and Highway 101, thinking it would be a little corny but what the hell, if nothing else it serves as a moment’s distraction enough for you to bring on your wonderful charmingly naïve smile but now taking on a life of its own, the idea of being really really generous with the saleslady may have her giving you not just the broadest smile but ever so slowly walking around the counter and planting the most precious little kiss on your cheek so that when you get over to your date who is totally puzzled you would tell her a lie that you had confided in the salesgirl that you were going to act “totally of character” [sic] and be so very corny versus having simply given the salesgirl a US$1,000 tip.

Now you are smiling but the beggar has yet to pick up the penny.

Just as he is about to, he says to you,

You seem one happy fellow, although a little earlier you may have felt like you were on a new and improved Gong Show. I take it you are not aroused by me bending over but maybe once I have picked up the penny you could while helping me back on to my crouches get a grip of yourself, do the ‘guy
thing’ and reposition it discretely with your left hand inside your trouser pocket and further impress that most beautiful woman waiting over there who seems just as excited as you; then again you may want to do yourself a favor and pick up the penny and prevent me and the rest of the beggars all around the world from contributing it to just3ants.com.

Ed, would it further aggravate you if I told you that I will be placing up a counter on the homepage of just3ants.com the sum total of all monies contributed to our “social cause”; worse yet, so far only one person has contributed a penny, actually two thousand three hundred and eighty-eight pennies, all in the form of one check made out to Gary Gevisser on March 23, 2006; again the amount US$23.88 which I have yet to deposit; such monies were an advance payment on my forthcoming book, The History Of Money Creation and Its Future!, subtitle, A Message For The President! ninety

BTW, we are in to the 4th day of December and we already have 38% of the unique visitor hits that we had for the entire month of November. What may make you feel better but not for very long, perhaps a split second, most likely less; in absolute numbers for the first 4 days of December there have been 123 unique visitors versus 322 for the entire month of November.

No one you know or can think of, apart from me, is coming even close to achieving the “output” I achieve with each and every broadcast even if there is only one person such as yourself who can read but fails to see the value of your response or non-response.

Valuing my, “output” simple takes “common sense”. and little at that.

Name me one person you know and please include yourself who is interested in the truth, period.

Now you are getting a little closer to figuring out the value of my “output”.

By the end of the day tomorrow, you will be that much closer.

Remember though, you are not the smartest person in the world.

The Mossad not only know you are not the smartest person in the world, they also know you know that you are not the smartest person in the world.
The Mossad is made up of human beings, none may be the smartest person in the world but you would agree that there is a distinct possibility that you don’t have the intelligence to even be considered for the most important job in the Mossad.

When last did you meet the person who cleans the toilet seat of a Mossad agent?

Why now do, “u” [sic] send me nonsense “propaganda” all geared to incite violence?

Listen to the shouts of joy by the middle class who have overextended themselves now getting the most fricken inexcusable bailout that will have them soon “at war” as they and their “opponents” face up to the truth.

Have you heard the expression, “Be careful what you wish for”?

The bailout doesn’t affect the rich even those who have paid off their mortgages.

Of course the filthy rich like Rush Limbaugh are screaming “bloody murder” but that is all show, although Rush could have already changed his tune.

Israeli Military Intelligence are not the only people in the world who have now heard of their ingenious report all designed to flush out “big talkers” who you will notice are increasingly silent. Output. Value. Output. Value.

You haven’t yet heard IMI acknowledge sending out their ingenious IMI Report, apart from you know neither IMI nor the Mossad have said “No” to me being the only person in the world broadcasting the ingenious IMI report, that given its prescient timing, extraordinary clarity of thought will remain in each of our subconscious as well as that of all future generations until the end of time.

What goes around comes around with a vengeance!

Everything is recyclable including humans who don’t “get it”.

You wouldn’t know of anyone either alive or dead who has both the Mossad and IMI bending over backwards to have just3ants.com the focus of attention!!

The mortgage bailout that President Bush will apparently spell out more tomorrow separates that much more the division between the “haves” and “have-nots” who have no mortgages, rent, get no tax breaks, forced if not going to war with the middle class who own their homes, got the tax breaks, refinanced their homes to buy more homes, more speculative real estate, borrow again to buy bigger wide screen plasma TVs, bigger and faster SUVs, got even more tax breaks as they deduct the sales tax on the new purchases and now still get to keep their homes, all paid for on the backs of poor renters WHO MIGHT NOW THINK ONCE, TWICE, maybe no more than 3 times before being so very dumb to join the economic draft to fight the “poor Vs poor” wars?
And all the while the filthy rich pass laws that have the hard working middle class who know better than to overextend themselves now “sidelined”, furious, throwing up their hands, shaking their heads, causing that much more brain damage, perplexed,

find an X equally perplexed, be quiet, have sex, talk to the trees, feed the birds who see the forest to hide amongst the trees whistling.

Why would you go on and on versus not responding to sensible material. Notice no question?

I repeat just like one does to “brain dead” kids who think, can you believe that?, they are smarter than only those dumber parents who mouth the words “Do the right thing and confront evil doers” but fail repeatedly to execute, the not entirely brain dead children thinking of course smarter than their more brain dead parent that they are of course, you agree, smarter, until such time as they realize there is a bigger world out there getting increasingly smaller as smart parents such as the Chinese become the breeders + the fact China has 1.5 billion strong work force with a military second-to-none, not every Chinese takeout restaurant is run by China, but most.

What is it about the Mossad’s Metsada division that you think most sums me up?

How many miles did you swim today, realizing I am wireless deep inside the Cleveland National Forest at our stone home, but if you said you only managed to swim to Blacks Beach in La Jolla as far as that rock which you recall one most sexy, most beautiful bodied, gorgeous face, a smile to-die-for, intelligent French-Canadian once sat naked,
took no break, headed back to Dog Beach in Del Mar, it is possible your averaged better than 5 knots per hour, all depending.

Currently, I am standing back inside the stone home in front of the one open window in the bedroom cooling off from a relatively short but relatively fast jog, bearing in mind I am a rather poor runner, again relatively speaking.

Adam L. Tucker who for all I know may have heard back from Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. about renting Jeffrey’s tennis court house for 6 months or longer, all depending, just letting me know that he is going outside to grab some twigs to start a fire. I can smell pasta sauce being prepared, so I must leave you as I go make one most delicious spinach salad.

What prevents you from being vegetarian, apart from improving your sex life?

ALT just informed me that our satellite connection has gone down so there will be a delay.
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From: Ed Bertolas [mailto:bertolas@ix.netcom.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2007 12:53 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Re: TAKE YOUR PICK! - the most dangerous person in America.......

http://www.infowars.com/tyranny.htm
From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2007 1:25 PM  
To: Jan Randolph - The Memorial Church, One Harvard Yard, Harvard University 
Cc: rest; JRK@class-action-law.com; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; Joyce Kwan - nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Rush Limbaugh; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Mossad; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman c/o Raz Elmaleh; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; United States Justice Department; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Roger W. Robinson - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefeller - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Carolyn Bartholomew - Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: THE MEEK WITH TEETH SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH- RE: Delete me from these e-mails.

Very soon I will be communicating with your congregation whether in person, via a class action lawsuit and/or simply my extraordinary "footprint" on the Internet that is growing in "leaps and bounds" thanks to people such as yourself who mostly help yourselves when “sharing” with the poor and downtrodden because it makes you feel good without explaining to them why it is that it makes you feel good when preventing truth about why IT IS EXACTLY they are poor beginning with “Poverty of Thought”, from reaching them since in the next instant you would also be in the "poor house" but worse yet having to face up to your sins against God and humanity.

Hell is only here on planet mother earth.

Each us of gets our just deserve, not in the next life, but now, this instant.

Look around you and you will agree!

THE MEEK WITH TEETH SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH.

Put me in touch with your legal counsel.
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-----Original Message-----
From: Jan Randolph [mailto:jan_randolph@harvard.edu]
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2007 12:51 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Delete me from these e-mails.

--
"Care given to the details gives strength to the whole."

Janetta C. Randolph
Executive Assistant to the Minister
jan_randolph@harvard.edu
The Memorial Church
One Harvard Yard
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138
church phone: 617-495-5508
fax: 617-496-3175
http://www.memorialchurch.harvard.edu

______________________________
From: Gary S Gevisser
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2007 12:45 PM
To: 'Jan Randolph'
Subject: HOLE-be careful what you wish for-take your pick!- the most dangerous person in America-------

Explain this, "Care given to the details gives strength to the whole."

Have you read the Diamond Invention?

______________________________
From: Jan Randolph [mailto:jan_randolph@harvard.edu]
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2007 12:39 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Re: BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR-take your pick!- the most dangerous person in America------

Please delete from these e-mails. jan
--
"Care given to the details gives strength to the whole."